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Brands Available with us in Ready Stock !



B



Branding Techniques

Engraving on leather products



Engraving on plastic products



360 -degree rotary engraving



LASER

ENGRAVING



(Eng)



Our machines oﬀer engraving on not only ﬂat hard surfaces but also on round surfaces from only a few degrees up

to full 360 degree engraving. Also, engraving is possible not only on metallic surfaces but also on non-metallic

surfaces such as plastic (eg. Pens, bottles), Jute (eg. Jute bags), rubberized surfaces, hardboard surfaces (eg.Notebooks)

and Leather surfaces (eg. Portfolios, organizers, wallets etc.)



Rotary 360 degree

printing

Raised logo eﬀect



UV PRINTING



(UV)



UV printing gives way to printing on virtually almost anything, coated or uncoated, from plastics and glass to wood,

metal silicon, leather, acrylic etc. This printing method is best for branding that involves gradation eﬀect, articles

that need edge to edge printing (ﬂat surfaces) and 360-degree printing (round surfaces).

This technique also allows branding to be done in a way that gives appearance of depth and added gloss. Our raised

print gives a 3D eﬀect, which leaves conventional printing ﬂat by comparison. Not only does the raised image present

us with a visual treat, it is also a wonder to touch! It is also possible to raise certain elements of the print and keep the

other elements ﬂat.

Our machines are also capable of adding a gloss eﬀect to a ﬂat or raised print.



SILKSCREEN

PRINTING



Screen printing gives high quality, long lasting results on ﬂat

surfaces. Inks are pressed through mesh stencils to produce

clear, sharp images that are ideal for logos and text. Screen

printing is ideal for large quantities.



Pad printing



Pad printing is a printing process that can transfer

a 2D image onto an object. It’s a commonly used

decoration technique as it can be printed on all

kinds of shapes and textures.



(SC)
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Branding Techniques

Embossing



EMBOSSING

DEBOSSING



(Emb)



Debossing and embossing are two techniques used to

imprint images onto paper, leather, or vinyl. In embossing,

an image is pressed into the material so that the image

raises from the surface. Debossing is the opposite

of embossing; the area around the image is pressed so

that the image is pushed down into the material rather

than raised.



Debossing



Gold Foiling



FOILING



(FO)



EMBROIDERY



HEAT TRANSFER

PRINTING



(HT)



DOMING

EPOXY



(DM)



Foiling is the application of metallic or pigmented foil

on to a solid surface by application of a heated die onto

foil, making it permanently adhere to the surface below

leaving the design of the die. Foiling process requires a

hard and ﬂat surface.



This traditional decorative technique is instantly recognized

as a high quality feature that works really well for adding

extra perceived value. Embroidery can be applied to both

ﬂat and irregular surfaces of all kinds of woven and knitted

textiles; Widely used for polos, caps, jackets, uniforms,etc.



Heat transfer is carried out by creating a screen print image on

paper and applying heat and glue to imprint the image onto the

chosen article. This technique can be applied onto all kinds of

woven and knitted products. This technique is preferred over

screen printing when full color (CMYK) printing is needed.



Doming is a technique in which a clear resin is sprayed

on a print. This produces a beautiful three-dimensional

eﬀect. The technique is used for a variety of applications,

such as key chains, USB, Desksets etc.



Silver Foiling



D



The Only GIFT CATALOG that matters

The Reasons Why!!

A TEAM of technocrats, engineers, designers, IT &amp; ERP professionals &amp; millennials run the organization. We consider

Quality, Functionality, Fair Purchase Pricing, Compliant Supply Chain and Uniqueness when selecting Product Lines and

Vendors. We go for the Pioneers &amp; the Path–Breakers, the brands you and your brands want to associate with.



1. Moleskine:

This Global brand is a case study by itself, on why a MOLESKINE Note-book is a definitive MUST- HAVE ASPIRATIONAL

gift. No wonder, Moleskine Notebooks are coveted by CEOs, Senior Managers, Achievers and Royalty!! Writing instruments

&amp; Premium Quality Leather Goods from Moleskine are acquiring the same status – the MUST-HAVE valuable articles of

personal use. For most of us Moleskine Notebooks are the Rolex of Notebooks.



2. XDDESIGN:

A brand from Holland, this is the first &amp; only designer brand born to serve the Gifts &amp; Promotions industry when generally

aspirational brands originate for the retail industry and extend their arms to the gifts sector. The XD Design Studio is

multinational &amp; multicultural; every article is one-of-a-kind with a story to tell.



3. S-KROSS:

This popular Swiss company is the inventor of the modern travel adapter, one of the highest selling corporate gift products.

After 15 years S-KROSS retains market leadership for safety, quality &amp; design.



4. SANTHOME:

This brand from the British Virgin Islands stands for quality &amp; value, and has become one of the most recognized brands

for polos, caps, bags, portfolios and tech items.



5. OTTO HUTT:

Solid Sterling Silver Writing Instruments made entirely in Germany. Every individual piece is produced and handled like

a piece of Jewelry. For over 100 years OTTO HUTT pens are a connoisseur’s delight!



6. Tech &amp; Wellness Products:

We have the latest game-changer collection of multifunctional &amp; multiutility gadgets that are cool, useful and reliable. They

change the life of the users dramatically by adding a lot of value, saving time, providing data and automating basic work.



7. Polo Shirts:

A very wide and unique range of polos and textiles from SANTHOME are available in ready stock; these are good for evening

wear, gyms, weekend wear, and corporate uniforms. Shrink-free, color-fast and shape retention are characteristics that make

these garments reliable and coveted!



8. DIGITAL E-GIFTS:

TagMyPhone and Keyfetch, the socially responsible Gifts with an extremely high brand recall value; The first gifts catalogue to

introduce a completely out-of- box experience of digital, viable, cost-sensitive gifts in the region, &amp; amongst first three globally.

We invite you to dive deep into this fabulous collection and select the gift that will be YOUR BRAND AND STORY

MESSENGER !



Happy Browsing!!
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Technology Gadgets including Activity Trackers, Earphones and Headphones, Powerbanks, In-built Powerbank

Folios / Folders, Speakers, Solar Chargers, TrueWireless Ear Buds, Smart NoteBooks- Covering the brands

XDDESIGN, Santhome, @memorii, Moleskine



Page: 02-29, 51



IT, Mobile, Multimedia Gadgets including Stands, Charging Cables, Portfolios, Action Sports Cameras, 3D and

Normal Mobile Lens, VR Glasses, USB Flash Memory Sticks- Covering the brands XDDESIGN, @memorii,

Polaroid



Page: 30-39,51



SKROSS World Travel Adapters



Page: 40-45



Travel Accessories as Travel Adapters, Luggage Weight Scale, Travel Wallets, Garment Bags- Covering the

brands XDDESIGN, Santhome, Swiss Peak, Tonino Lamborghini, LuggageMate



Page: 46-50



Keyfetch and TagMyPhone- Digital Gifting Concept



Page: 52-55



Bags as Backpacks (incl. Smart Bags, Solar Bags), Laptop Bags, Briefcases, Messenger Bags, Shopping Bags,

Trolley Bags, Overnighter Cabin Bags, Office Bags, Travel Bags, Sports Bags, Document Bags, Cooler Bags,

Tablet Cases, Lunch Bags, Eco-friendly Bags- Covering the brands Moleskine, XDDESIGN, Santhome,

Swiss Peak, Princess Traveller



Page: 56-79



Water Bottles, Mugs, Cups, Fruit Infusers,Flasks, Tumblers, Smoothie Maker, Italy-made Cup and Saucer

Sets and Drinkware including Smart Technology Drinkware- Covering the brands XDDESIGN, Hans Larsen,

Tacx (Made in Holland), Swiss Peak



Page: 80-97



NoteBooks, NotePads, Folders, Diaries, Portfolios, Organizers, Related Stationery, WorkStation- Covering

the brands Moleskine, XD, Santhome, Swiss Peak



Page: 98-118



Silver Collection from Tonino Lamborghini



Page: 119



Writing Instruments- Mainly Pens and Pen Sets including Solid Sterling Silver Made in Germany Pens from

Otto Hutt, Metal Pens from Swiss Peak, XDDESIGN and Moleskine, Plastic and Metal Pens from UMA (Germany)



Page: 120-130



Wallets with RFID-NFC Card Protection by Santhome, Normal CardHolders



Page: 131-134



PromoClips- Made in Holland



Page: 135



Gift Sets- Exclusive High-end and Real Leather Goods- Covering the brands Santhome and Tonino Lamborghini



Page: 136-143



Ladies Gifts and Miscellaneous Items



Page: 144-145



Tools and Torches- Multifunctional from XDDESIGN



Page: 146-147



Desktops and Desksets, Awards



Page: 148-149



PoloShirts and T-shirts, Caps, Corporate Formal Shirts- Covering the brands Santhome, Giordano,

Tonino Lamborghini



Page: 150-166



Glossary
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Technology for Health &amp; Wellness

ACTIHEART FITNESS TRACKER

Real-time heart rate monitoring



1



Real time heart rate displayed on the screen. This data can be used

to adjust your movement &amp; rhythm and prevents injuries.



2

With advanced heart rate monitor technology,

Actiheart keeps you knowing your heart--all day and night.



Heart rate



Heart rate



Minutes



Hours



Garmin HRM-Run

Actiheart

*Heart rate curve of Actiheart and heart rate belt



*The data from real users of Actiheart



3

Automatically recognizes activities like

running, cycling &amp; ball games such as

Basketball, Football, Tennis &amp; many

more to smartly record and calculate

the Activity Metrics.



4

With multi--sports management, Actiheart could record more than

20 modes of sports. Actiheart tracks every aspect of your training and

displays the real--time status on screen.



5

All-day activities tracking



6

Auto Sleep Tracking



Actiheart adopts advanced algorithm

with precise calculation to track steps,

distance,calories burned, activity time.



Actiheart automatically monitors your sleep time and sleep

quality, syncs the sleep data to the App “Zeroner Health”,

a clear and detail chart would be displayed.

Also includes a silent vibrating alarm to

wake you up !!



7

You can just slide the screen to reject

a call. Convinient and efficient



Schedule Management

You can manage your schedule better by using calendar alerts:

Set up your to-do list as per the meeting and gathering time,

The tracker will vibrate at that time as a reminder.
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Read on Screen

8 messages can be stored at a time on Actiheart. Messages

on the phone will be pushed to the tracker time to time.

Actiheart will display the content on the screen and vibrate

to remind you about your messages.

By clicking the screen you can move to the next page.
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Technology for Health &amp; Wellness
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ACTIHEART

Fitness Tracker



11
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No Disturb Mode



Gesture Control



Once you turn on “No Disturb” mode Actiheart

ensures that you do not get any notifications.



12

Progress, at your fingertips

Click, slide, long press, three kinds of operation modes,

leading to a clever experience.

Full vertical screen display and high sensitive touch screen

brings you a high quality interaction experience.



WNAT 117 - ACTIHEART



Simulate the operations by turning over the wrist to

look at watch, automate the implementation by turning

over the wrist to light up the screen.



Practical, all the way

Find phone and control camera...

Lots of fun applications making your life much more interesting

and beautiful.



47.57 $



Actiheart ﬁtness tracker helps you improve your lifestyle. Actiheart measures your sleep automatically, steps taken, calories and

heart rate in a very accurate way. Additional features include the option to shoot remote pictures, Find my phone function, No disturb mode and

Alarm setting. Since each sport involves different activity metrics, Actiheart automatically tracks 20 kinds of sports including football,

tennis, badminton, pushups and many more to give you accurate work-out data. It is IP67 waterproof and has a long battery life.

Preferred Print Location : Band

Max Print Size: 30 x 10 mm

Print Technique : UV

Wristband Size: 25.2 cm

Body Size: 4.9 x 1.9 x 1 cm

Packing Details : 49 x 20 x 24 cms ; 24 pcs / carton ; gw/nw: 3.7 kgs/ carton
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